If Climate Change Was Real...

Learning From and Working With Grassroots Community Groups on Climate Adaptation

Leslie MacKenzie – Transition Twin Cities – info@transitiontwincities.org
Transition Towns

• A global movement of citizens taking action to become more resilient in the face of a changing climate and less dependent on fossil fuels.
• More than 1,200 Transition initiatives worldwide.
Minneapolis' Resilience Challenge

This thriving midwestern city seeks to improve opportunity for all citizens and prepare for potential threats from rail accidents and climate change.
Prepared Parents

Get Ready for Extreme Weather
Week 1 - Car Preparedness

This is the first in a series of emails you will be receiving to help you become more prepared for extreme weather emergencies. This series is brought to you by neighborhood volunteers at Transition Longfellow. This month you will receive 4 emails (one a week) about car readiness. Set aside some time to take these actions or use our To Do List to keep track of actions you will take in the near future.

When Climate Change Comes Home

A 6-part series of expert speakers and community conversations about the real effects that climate change will have on our community and what we might do to begin to prepare for the changes ahead.

"I enjoyed the climate change presentations. The speakers were great! After the one on rainfall, I understood my wet basement issues. I got estimates and had the precautionary work done. I shared what I had learned with my neighbors, who also get water during heavy rains. We also discussed possible power outages. Luci Lights - who knew! Thank you for your time, energy and willingness to share."

- Nancy Bartlett

Climate and Health
IT STARTS WITH A VISION …

What would a sustainable, low-carbon future look like for our households, businesses and communities?

Transition ASAP
All St. Anthony Park

Community Visioning Workshops

Transition on Tap monthly conversations at a local brewpub